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Defen
nce Ma
anufactturing--II: Maaruti model
m
can drrive
deefence produ
uction
By Ajjay Shankarr
In the second and conclud
ding article, The Tribun
ne examiness the need to do away wiith historical legacies
andd well-worn procedures
p
as
a well as deevelop the foortitude to acccept setbaccks. Only a radical
r
depaarture from
all passt practices may
m have th
he potential to
t help defen
nce manufaacturing stan
nd on its feett.
ma
Straategic dilemm
•

The goveernment has taken a leapp into the unkknown with the strategicc partnershipp model.

•

Hard-heaaded questio
ons are: Is coorporatisatioon a panaceaa for OFBs and
a Defencee PSUs?

•

What safe
feguards are required forr non-perforrmance by chhosen strateggic partnerss?

•

Which fooreign firm should be chosen
c
— with
w decliningg defence budgets
b
in thheir countriies or wellknown giiants?

•

Maruti's emergence should
s
be a model.
m
It reqquires a diffe
ferent paradiigm of decisiion making.

The natural exppectation is that governm
ment shouldd do what it takes to achieve
a
a brreakthrough in defence
manuufacturing. Every new political exeecutive discoovers the strrength of traadition and of
o the constiituencies in
favouur of the status
s
quo, as well as the inherenntly conservvative nature of all buureaucracies which are
comffortable onlyy with increemental chaanges. Fortunnately, a strrong governnment enjoyiing continuiing popular
suppport with a growing
g
nationalistic ferrvour shouldd be able to take
t
big deccisions and implement
i
thhem. There
are complex
c
issuues to grapplle with and difficult
d
deciisions to be taken.
t
In most
m technoloogy and capiital-intensivee segments only
o
one nattional entity can be suppported to beccome strong
enouugh to give autonomous
a
capability. In
I the case of
o Europe, countries
c
choose to consoolidate their national air
industries in Eurropean Aero
onautic Defence and Spaace Companny (EADS). After
A
many years and coonsiderable
public spending,, EADS succceeded in deeveloping a real
r competitor to Boeinng in the Airbbus. In the Eurofighter,
E
they developed a world-classs military plane.
o the optimaal industry structure 10 to
t 15 years down
d
the roaad and the future
fu
of the
Hencce, taking a clear view of
Since the
preseent set of ordnance
o
facctories and the defencee PSUs in different
d
seggments is unavoidable.
u
econnomic reform
m process began, large PSUs have ceeded space too new privatte sector entrrants and beccome white
elephhants where now they can neither be
b privatisedd as they havve no value, nor can theey be closed because of
the large workfoorce. Air India and BSNL
L are good examples.
e
Is it desirable to replicate this? Is corpporatisation
of ordnance
o
faactories doaable? Is grreater profeessionalization and em
mpowermentt along wiith gradual
disinnvestment too create, say,, an equivaleent of Boeinng/Dassault in
i HAL, an option worthh pursuing? Is strategic
divesstment to suuitable Indiaan private fiirms with prroven manuffacturing abbility a viablle option annd, if so, in
whicch segments? Would haaving privatte strategic partners
p
for a few platfforms while leaving the rest of the
systeem untoucheed, as seemss to be undeer way now,, the best way to go forrward? Wouuld it not be prudent to
chooose strategic partners onlly with provven manufaccturing abilitties, or, this is not relevaant if there is
i sufficient
finanncial depth?? What safeeguards, if any,
a
are reqquired in thhe eventualitty of non-performance by chosen
strateegic partnerss? There aree no easy answers. Takinng a hard-heeaded view on
o these queestions is neccessary and
is thee intrinsic buurden of lead
dership.
The implication of having private
p
sector entry and at the same time continnuing with thhe public sector for the
samee platforms needs
n
to be thought throough. To illuustrate, havinng many airrcraft and heelicopter mannufacturing
facilities, wheree only final assembly, controlled by
b foreign technology
t
p
providers,
is undertakeen in India,
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without any real technological ability to develop new models growing in one organisation to become a worldclass national player, would not serve the real purpose. There may be some less capital-intensive segments
where genuine competition over time may be feasible and desirable. A rational calculated view needs to be
taken on weapon systems where India should try and have one world-class player and where it can afford two
players. This is equally relevant for sub-assemblies and components which are the actual building blocks and
usually do not get the attention they deserve.
Then, there is the widely prevalent view in the Armed Forces that the DRDO has not yet given them weapons
that they would really like to use whether it is the LCA or the battle tank. In any case, whatever has been
developed is an assembly of primarily imported engines, sub systems and parts. So, does it make sense to write
off whatever has been done and accept failure? Or, is the ability to design and develop a weapon platform even
with imported sub-systems, not a significant enough achievement which should give confidence that
succeeding rounds of development of newer versions are bound to be better? Does it not then make sense to
continue from what has been achieved and see what more is needed to produce newer versions which appear
good enough to the armed forces? Should such development not be funded and undertaken continuously to
develop systems which may be equivalent to what is being used by the forces now and as a potential
supplement, in the first instance? Is the present system of having a centralised DRDO responsible for
technology and system development with production enterprises making only modest efforts in research and
development, optimal? Or, having different verticals with responsibility for both platform development and
production, as is the case with all western defence firms, a better model with the advantages of clear focus,
accountability, incentives and rewards? Could not the successful experience of ISRO and Atomic Energy of
working in genuine development partnerships with Indian firms to develop almost all that they needed to
overcome the handicap of the international technology denial regime be replicated? Should PPPs in system
and technology development as well as manufacturing be pursued? Could the armed forces moderate their
expectations by lowering the bar to have, not the best in class in the world, but what is good enough for what
our northern and western neighbours possess? (From this perspective, many have argued that even the present
LCA is good enough.) Willingness to lower the bar also increases competition as well as the ability to seek a
higher degree of technology transfer for new systems needed now and which have to be necessarily procured
internationally. Since the procurement system is tied to procedure and paranoid about any deviation from what
is set out in the beginning, negotiating the best terms for technology transfer is not permitted. As a result,
India is unable to even begin making full use of the window of opportunity which is now there, with the US
making India a major defence partner for technology transfer. Every procurement process should have the
bjectives of getting what the forces need and maximise national technological ability and reduce future import
dependence.
A good Indian experience to recall is that of Maruti. Through a search and negotiation process, Suzuki was
chosen as the technology and equity partner. A smaller player, it was willing to go the farthest in technology
transfer and genuine partnership. Maruti selected vendors in a fair manner very quickly, but not through the
rigid price-bidding process the only permissible route today. Vendors were helped with technology tie-ups and
became long-term partners and suppliers with periodic negotiated price revisions. Maruti, like other global car
companies, undertook only final assembly. The outcome exceeded expectations. India was able to evolve a
globally competitive private sector national auto-component industry. It is now a leading global hub for
competitive small car manufacturing. On the international scene many firms, with frontline platforms, critical
sub-assemblies, or materials/components, do not see much of a commercial future with declining defence
budgets in their countries. They may be willing to part with technology, go in for genuine joint-venture
partnerships, and even be available for acquisition — presenting an opportunity for technological
leapfrogging. An empowered, bold leadership, acting strategically to create medium-term national capabilities
is required to take a holistic view of procurement for specific needs, along with technology development and
acquisition. An altogether different paradigm of decision making needs to be put in place. Without this, it is
unlikely to make progress in defence manufacturing at the speed that is needed and also possible. (Concluded)
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`M
Made-iin-Indiia arm
ms will help
h
us win wars'
w
Indiaa's military preparedness
p
s, which has to be fully backed
b
by inndigenous manufacture
m
o weapon systems
of
s
and
platfforms througgh a healthy
y competitioon between the public and privatee sectors, iss the best deterrent
d
to
guarantee peace in the region
n.
“No country cann indefinitely
y win wars and battles only
o
on the strength of trying to buuy or importt equipment
from
m outside. Itss security prreparedness would be inncomplete iff it relies onnly on that,““ said defennce minister
Arunn Jaitley on Tuesday
T
.
Speaaking at an awards
a
function for defe
fence PSUs, in the backddrop of the governmentt recently finnalising the
“straategic partneership (SP)“ policy to expand
e
the Indian
I
privaate sector's role
r
in defennce producttion, Jaitley
stressed the needd for India to
o “unleash its own poAruun tential“ too become ann arms-manuufacturing huub.
Undeer the SP poolicy , selectted Indian prrivate sectorr companies will partnerr with globaal armament companies
to joointly manuffacture fighteer jets, heliccopters, subm
marines and armoured vehicles like tanks underr the “Make
in Inndia“ framew
work.
Sloppy performaance by the DRDO andd its 50 labs,, five defencce PSUs, foour shipyardss, and the 41
4 ordnance
factoories as well as the failure to attract the private sector to jum
mp into defeence producttion in a majjor way has
meannt that India still continu
ues to importt around 65%
% of its milittary hardwarre and softw
ware.
“Seccurity requireements are dictated
d
by thhe kind of neighbourhoood you have,, and obviouusly in view of the pecu
liar situation
s
herre from a geopolitical
g
p
point
of vieew, our prepparedness is the best deeterrent and which is a
guarantee for peeace as far as
a our regionn is concernned,“ said Jaaitley. He saaid, “Healthy competitioon between
defennce PSUs annd private seector will briing out the best
b potentiaal. Competitiion is alwayss the best guuarantee for
comppetence, effiiciency, and price controol.
“Turrning to the economy , Jaitley
J
said it has been logging imppressive grow
wth over lasst three yearrs. “Having
comppleted sevenn decades aftter Independdence, we haave now for three
t
years in
i a row achhieved the distinction of
beingg the fastest growing glo
obal econom
my among thee major econnomies,“ he said.
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Weapo
W onisingg Defen
nce Buyying
mmittee on Security of GoI recentlyy cleared thee Strategic Partnership
P
(
(SP)
model for defence
The Cabinet Com
f joint veentures betw
ween Indiann and foreiign firms for
f defence
acquuisitions. Thhis essentiallly allows for
manuufacturing inn India. Thiis has been pending for more than a year afterr the revisedd Defence Procurement
Procedure (DPP)) was announ
nced in Marrch 2016.
Much of the chaanges to the DPP were based
b
on thee 27 recomm
mendations of
o the Dhireendra Singh Committee
Repoort submitteed in July 2015.The
2
coommittee haad also recommended thhe SP modeel for certaiin areas of
strateegic importaance. Later, the task foorce under former
f
Defeence Researcch and Devvelopment Organisation
O
(DRD
DO) chief V K Aatre laaid down thee criteria for selecting SP
Ps among Inndian privatee sector com
mpanies that
was made publicc in April 2016.
3

Over the years, all defence procurements were based on general staff quality requirements that allowed widely
spread technical criteria, and then selection by the lowest price (L1) after necessary technical evaluation. The
adherence to procurement guidelines strictly based on fair play and probity -and set under the guidelines of the
Central Vigilance Commission (CVC) -often led to system acquisition. This was not necessarily the best deal,
in terms of state-of-theart and modern technical aspects in the long procurement cycle.
Also, indigenous capacity-building in most areas was never brought into focus. This resulted in continuing
foreign acquisitions due to operational necessities. So, almost 30 years were frittered away , despite policy and
intent to reduce defence imports.
So far, only four segments have been chosen to set the SP model rolling: single-engine fighter aircraft,
helicopters, armoured fighting vehicles and submarines. In all these four segments, some level of collaboration
exists, with Indian entities -mostly public sector undertakings (PSUs), ordnance factories and shipyards partnering an original equipment manufacturer (OEM) as a serial manufacturer or providing its premises for
such manufacturing.
However, the intent of the Narendra Modi government is very clear as to its focus on `Make in India' with
defence as a major focus area. Also, the intent of the SP model is to clearly establish the base, have the supply
chain system established, and imbibe in the latest technology for these equipments and systems. So, the focus
on matching and mapping respective OEMs to Indian private sector players should be defined with the extent
of technology available to build a modern and robust system.
While the platform-based approach might be a natural start with the absence of significant success via the
DRDO or defence PSU route, the larger advantage of the SP model is to leverage the strengths that are residual
in Indian industry and look at more futuristic areas in the system as well as subsystem stage. This way ,
optimal capacity-building would be possible in many areas. A case in point is the competence of Indian
engineers in IT-based systems. With most platforms today performing under a Command, Control,
Communications, Computers and Intelligence (C4I)-based tactical approach, focus on C4I systems integration
can be very pertinent. Future warfare will be more around electronic approaches and focusing to complete the
Tactical Command, Control, Communication and Intelligence (Tac3I) with superior competency .
Picking cyber security as a first-phase strategic area would have been more optimal today . As an increasing
number of countries build cyber arsenals and treat this as a future battlefield, India's competence and
advantage in the sector can be put to advantageous use.
Most of the OEMs in the fray in the SP projects have already focused and built their competency in technology
aspects under various guises of C4I.It would be wise to involve them to orient our interests on these
technologies, and at the same time, incorporate India's indigenous encryption.This way , it can be ensured that
mandatory national security checks are always adhered to.
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